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Abstract

Atmospheric profiles in North America during the period 2010-2011, obtained from archived weather
balloon radiosonde measurements, were analysed in terms of changes of molar density (D) with pressure
(P ). This revealed a pronounced phase change at the tropopause. The air above the troposphere (i.e.,
in the tropopause/stratosphere) adopted a “heavy phase”, distinct from the conventional “light phase”
found in the troposphere. This heavy phase was also found in the lower troposphere for cold, Arctic winter
radiosondes.

Reasonable fits for the complete barometric temperature profiles of all of the considered radiosondes
could be obtained by just accounting for these phase changes and for changes in humidity. This suggests
that the well-known changes in temperature lapse rates associated with the tropopause/stratosphere regions
are related to the phase change, and not “ozone heating”, which had been the previous explanation.

Possible correlations between solar ultraviolet variability and climate change have previously been ex-
plained in terms of changes in ozone heating influencing stratospheric weather. These explanations may
have to be revisited, but the correlations might still be valid, e.g., if it transpires that solar variability influ-
ences the formation of the heavy phase, or if the changes in incoming ultraviolet radiation are redistributed
throughout the atmosphere, after absorption in the stratosphere.

The fits for the barometric temperature profiles did not require any consideration of the composition
of atmospheric trace gases, such as carbon dioxide, ozone or methane. This contradicts the predictions of
current atmospheric models, which assume the temperature profiles are strongly influenced by greenhouse
gas concentrations. This suggests that the greenhouse effect plays a much smaller role in barometric
temperature profiles than previously assumed.
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1 Introduction1

In this paper (Paper I), together with two compan-2

ion papers (henceforth, Paper II[2] and Paper III[3]),3

we develop a new approach for describing and ex-4

plaining the temperature and energy profiles of the5

atmosphere. This approach highlights a number of6

∗Corresponding author: ronanconnolly@yahoo.ie. Website:
http://globalwarmingsolved.com

flaws in the conventional approaches, and appears to 7

yield simpler and more accurate predictions. 8

In the current paper (Paper I), we will analyse 9

weather balloon data taken from public archives, in 10

terms of changes of molar density with pressure, and 11

related variables. By doing so, we discover a phase 12

change associated with the troposphere-tropopause 13

transition, which also occurs in the lower tropo- 14

sphere under cold, polar winter conditions. We 15

find that when this phase change is considered, the 16

changes in temperature with atmospheric pressure 17

(the barometric temperature profiles) can be described 18

in relatively simple terms. These descriptions do 19

not match the radiative physics-based infra-red cool- 20

ing/radiative heating explanations used by current 21

models. We present theoretical explanations of these 22

simple descriptions from thermodynamic principles. 23
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In Paper II[2], we will argue that this previously24

overlooked phase change is due to partial multimer-25

ization of the main atmospheric gases, and therefore26

is a phase change which has not been considered by27

the current climate models. If this theory is cor-28

rect, then this offers new insight into the formation29

of jet streams, tropical cyclones, polar vortices, and30

more generally, cyclonic and anti-cyclonic conditions.31

It also offers a new mechanism for the formation of32

ozone in the ozone layer, and a mechanism for ra-33

diative loss from the atmosphere which has been ne-34

glected until now.35

In Paper III[3], we identify a mechanism for me-36

chanical energy transmission that is not considered37

by current atmospheric models, which we call “per-38

vection”. We carry out laboratory experiments which39

reveal that pervection can be several orders of mag-40

nitude faster than the three conventional heat trans-41

mission mechanisms of conduction, convection and42

radiation. This could be fast enough to keep the43

atmosphere in thermodynamic equilibrium over the44

distances from the troposphere to the stratosphere,45

thereby contradicting the conventional assumption46

that the lower atmosphere is only in local thermo-47

dynamic equilibrium.48

The format of the current paper is as follows. In49

Section 2 we will briefly review the conventional de-50

scriptions and explanations for the atmospheric tem-51

perature and energy profiles. In Section 3 we present52

our analysis of the atmospheric temperature profiles53

in terms of molar density. In Section 4, we will con-54

sider the implications of our findings. Finally, in Sec-55

tion 5, we offer some concluding remarks.56

2 Conventional explanations57

for the atmospheric58

temperature and energy59

profiles60

2.1 The atmospheric “layers”61

Traditionally the atmosphere has been schematically62

divided into a number of layers or “spheres” sur-63

rounding the earth. The schematic divisions are allo-64

cated on the basis of the temperature profiles in each65

region.66

The three lowest spheres (the “troposphere”,67

“tropopause” and “stratosphere”) contain more than68

99% of the atmosphere by mass. Since, the weather69

Figure 1: Variation of temperature with altitude, as
estimated by the U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976[1]
(thick solid black line). Altitude represents height above
sea level. The Kármán line (dashed black line) of 100
km is an arbitrary value often chosen to represent the
“boundary” between the atmosphere and “space”.

balloons which we analyse in this paper only reach 70

the stratosphere before bursting, our discussion will 71

be mostly confined to these three lower layers. 72

The name troposphere is derived from the Greek 73

word “tropos”, meaning to mix or stir. According 74

to the US Standard Atmosphere[1] (Figure 1), for 75

every kilometre travelled upwards from the ground 76

through the troposphere, the temperature drops by 77

about 6.5K. This is due to thermal energy being con- 78

verted into gravitational potential energy. The tro- 79

posphere varies in thickness from about 15 km at the 80

Equator to half that thickness at the Poles (see Fig- 81

ure 2). The lowest one or two kilometres of the tro- 82

posphere (where most rain and clouds occur) is some- 83

times called the “boundary layer”. 84

In the tropopause the temperature does not change 85

with height, hence the suffix “–pause”. The thickness 86

of the tropopause also changes from the Equator to 87

the Poles, but in the opposite direction to that of 88

the troposphere, i.e. it is thickest at the Poles and 89

thinnest at the Equator (see Figure 2). 90

In the stratosphere the temperature increases with 91

height. It is often assumed that hot air is always less 92

dense than cold air. This assumption leads to the 93

incorrect conclusion that warm air has to float above 94

cold air. For this reason, mixing of air between dif- 95

ferent layers is assumed to be rare, leading to the 96
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Figure 2: Polar, standard mid-latitude and tropical
altitudinal temperature profiles. Data taken from the
US Defense Department’s “Non-standard atmospheres”
dataset, downloaded from the Public Domain Aeronau-
tical Software website (original source: document MIL-
STD-210A). Temperatures were converted from degrees
Rankine, and altitudes from feet.

belief that the air in the region is essentially strat-97

ified (hence the prefix “strato–”). Some researchers98

have disputed this assumption, e.g., Brewer, 1949[4],99

but the name has stuck. As a consequence, there is100

a general perception that the stratosphere is mostly101

isolated from the troposphere, except for some com-102

plex circulation patterns confined to specific areas,103

e.g., the tropical tropopause layer[5, 6] or the Brewer-104

Dobson circulation in the Arctic[7, 8].105

2.2 Assumptions used for the106

conventional explanations107

The current theories to explain these temperature108

profiles are based on radiative convective models -109

see Edwards, 2011 for a review of their historical de-110

velopment[9]. These models are based on a number111

of assumptions about the physics of the atmosphere:112

1. Conduction is assumed to be a negligible mecha-113

nism for energy transmission in the atmosphere.114

This is a reasonable assumption, since air is115

known to be a relatively poor conductor.116

2. Vertical convection is assumed to be well-117

explained by the “Rising Air Column” theory118

initially developed in the 17th and 18th centuries119

by Halley, Hadley, Ferrell, et al.[9]. This is based120

on the idea that “hot air rises” mentioned above.121

3. Horizontal convection is assumed to be well- 122

explained by Bjerknes’ so-called “primitive equa- 123

tions”, i.e., Newton’s laws, the Navier-Stokes re- 124

lationships and mass conservation[9]. 125

4. Convection is believed to be a significant energy 126

transmission mechanism in the troposphere, but 127

less significant in the tropopause/stratosphere. 128

This is because of the assumption that “hot air 129

rises”, and that air in the stratosphere is there- 130

fore “stratified”. 131

5. It is typically assumed that the mean atmo- 132

spheric temperature profiles are strongly influ- 133

enced by radiative transfer mechanisms[10, 11]. 134

For this reason, energy transmission in current 135

atmospheric models is heavily dominated by ra- 136

diative processes, e.g., Refs. [12–14]. 137

6. Phase changes also offer another mechanism for 138

energy transfer. It is generally agreed that 139

an additional heat transfer mechanism with a 140

relatively high transfer rate is the evapora- 141

tion/condensation of water vapour (“latent heat 142

transfer”), and that the temperature profiles of 143

dry air are different from “moist” air[15]. How- 144

ever, the phase changes associated with water are 145

assumed to be the only relevant ones, and they 146

are assumed to mainly alter convective processes. 147

2.3 Ozone heating theory 148

The standard explanation as to why the temperature 149

in the tropopause stops decreasing with height and 150

begins increasing with height in the stratosphere is 151

the “ultraviolet heating” or “ozone heating” theory. 152

This theory proposes that ultraviolet (UV) light 153

is absorbed by oxygen and ozone in the upper at- 154

mosphere where it is converted into heat. This heat 155

then increases the temperature of the air enough to 156

compensate for the energy lost to the gravitational 157

field[5, 6, 16–19]. Because of the popular assumption 158

that hot air always rises, it is then assumed that this 159

energy mostly remains “trapped” above the tropo- 160

sphere. 161

2.4 Greenhouse effect theory 162

Another theory which forms a major component of 163

the conventional explanation for atmospheric temper- 164

ature profiles is the “greenhouse effect theory”[11]. 165

This theory proposes that the presence of certain 166

trace gases, known as “greenhouse gases” (chiefly 167
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H2O, CO2 and O3), have a major influence on at-168

mospheric temperatures by slowing down the rate of169

“infrared cooling” of the planet[12, 20].170

Almost all of the energy in the atmosphere is be-171

lieved to derive from incoming solar radiation, and172

this is typically assumed to be exactly balanced by173

an equivalent amount of outgoing terrestrial radia-174

tion[21]. Because the surface temperature of the sun175

(∼ 6000K) is considerably hotter than the Earth176

(∼ 288K), the incoming solar radiation is mostly177

of higher frequencies (ultraviolet/visible/shortwave178

infra-red) than the outgoing terrestrial radiation179

(longwave infra-red).180

Tyndall, 1861[22] showed that the two main atmo-181

spheric gases (O2 andN2) are transparent to infra-red182

radiation, but that the minor gas (H2O) and many of183

the trace gases (e.g., CO2 and CH4) were capable of184

absorbing infra-red radiation. The other main atmo-185

spheric gas, Ar was not discovered until 1895[23], but186

like O2 and N2 is transparent to infra-red radiation.187

Therefore, although collision-induced infra-red emis-188

sion by the main atmospheric gases is possible[24, 25],189

the absorption and re-emission of the outgoing infra-190

red radiation from the Earth is assumed by the theory191

to be dominated by the trace “greenhouse gases”[11–192

14, 20–22, 26, 27].193

3 Experimental observations194

In this article, we use weather balloon ra-195

diosonde measurements taken from the Univer-196

sity of Wyoming, College of Engineering’s De-197

partment of Atmospheric Science’s global database,198

available at http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/199

sounding.html.200

We confined our analysis to radiosonde data from201

the North American continent in the period 2010-202

2011, since this is an area with a relatively high den-203

sity of weather balloon stations, and includes most of204

the main climatic regions, e.g., continental, coastal,205

tropical, subtropical, mid-latitude and polar. In or-206

der to study the effects of seasonal variation, we anal-207

ysed all of the North American radiosondes taken on208

June 21st 2010 and December 21st 2010, i.e., the sum-209

mer and winter solstices.210

For this study, we analysed radiosondes from all211

of the locations shown in Figure 3. For brevity, in212

this article we will focus our discussion on a few213

representative stations (Norman Wells, Baker Lake,214

Yarmouth, Albany and Lake Charles) - these stations215

are highlighted in Figure 3. However, our discussion216

applies to all of the North America stations shown. 217

In the Supplementary Information, we include the ra- 218

diosonde measurements for all of the 125 stations in 219

Figure 3. 220

Figure 3: Locations of the weather balloon stations
we analysed for this study. The five stations explicitly
discussed in this article are labelled.

The radiosonde data we studied comprised atmo- 221

spheric pressure, temperature and relative humidity 222

experimental measurements, as well as several de- 223

rived variables, e.g., altitude, which were calculated 224

from the experimental measurements. When de- 225

scribing radiosonde profiles, altitude and atmospheric 226

pressure are often considered interchangeable. How- 227

ever, as we will discuss in Section 4.1, the baromet- 228

ric equation used for calculating altitude from pres- 229

sure (and vice versa) is problematic above the tropo- 230

sphere. So, we will discuss the weather balloon data 231

in terms of barometric profiles (i.e., pressure profiles), 232

instead of altitudinal profiles. 233

3.1 Analysis of atmospheric profiles 234

in terms of molar density 235

As discussed in Section 2, some change in the 236

temperature behaviour with altitude occurs at the 237

tropopause. A useful variable for studying atmo- 238

spheric profiles is the molar density, the number of 239

moles per unit volume, D, which we define as, 240

D =
n

V
(mol m−3) (1)

The molar density for an ideal gas can be derived 241

from the ideal gas law. The ideal gas law states that, 242
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Figure 4: Plots of specific molar density, D, against pressure, P , for seven consecutive weather balloons launched
from Albany, NY (USA) in May 2011. Region 1 corresponds to the tropopause/stratosphere. Region 2 corresponds
to the troposphere above the boundary layer. Region 3 corresponds to the boundary layer.

243

PV = nRT (J) (2)

Where P is the pressure (Pa), V is the volume (m3),244

n is the number of moles, R is the ideal gas constant245

(8.3145 J K−1) and T is the temperature (K). P and246

T are both intrinsic variables, i.e., their value is in-247

dependent of the amount of gas present. V and n are248

both extrinsic variables, i.e., their value depends on249

the amount of gas present. Rearranging Equation 2250

gives,251

n

V
=

P

RT
(mol m−3) (3)

Hence, from Equation 1, the molar density for the252

ideal gas can be calculated as,253

D =
P

RT
(mol m−3) (4)

Since P and T are both intrinsic variables and R254

is a constant, the variable D = n
V is also an intrinsic255

variable, even though n and V by themselves are both256

extrinsic variables.257

The radiosonde measurements used in this paper258

include both P and T , and therefore D can be easily259

calculated from Equation 4. Hence, from the balloon260

data, the molar densities can be determined over all 261

of the atmospheric profile which is within the range 262

of the weather balloons, i.e., up to where the balloons 263

burst, which is typically about 30-35 km. 264

Figure 4 shows plots of the change in molar density 265

(D) with pressure (P ) for seven consecutive radioson- 266

des taken in 12 hour intervals at an arbitrarily chosen 267

mid-latitude station. The radiosondes were launched 268

from Albany, NY (USA) at 42.70◦N , 73.83◦W , be- 269

tween 23/05/2011 and 25/05/2011. 270

Molar density and pressure both decrease with al- 271

titude, i.e., they are both highest at ground level, and 272

close to zero in space. Hence, in Figure 4, the right 273

hand side corresponds to ground level molar densi- 274

ties, while the left hand side corresponds to molar 275

densities in the stratosphere. 276

We can see from Figure 4, that from about 80,000 277

Pa to about 20,000 Pa, this decrease is linear. Sim- 278

ilarly, from about 20,000 Pa to the end of the ra- 279

diosonde measurements (typically about 1,000 Pa), 280

the decrease is linear. However, the slopes and inter- 281

cepts of the lines are different in both regions. This 282

is unexpected and indicates some regime change oc- 283

curs at around 20,000 Pa (for these radiosondes). For 284
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each of the radiosondes, the regime change coincides285

exactly with the troposphere/tropopause transition286

for that sonde. We refer to the lower pressure regime287

as Region 1 and the higher pressure regime as Region288

2.289

This bi-linear decrease in molar density with pres-290

sure occurs for all of the radiosondes we analysed,291

and three representative examples from other loca-292

tions on the North American continent are shown in293

Figure 5. All three of the radiosondes in Figure 5294

were launched at the same date and time - 21st June295

2010, 12:00 GMT. The pressure at which the regime296

change occurs varies with latitude (and also season).297

In general, the change occurs at higher pressures for298

higher latitudes and colder seasons. It tends to occur299

at the highest pressures in winter in polar regions and300

at the lowest pressures in summer at low latitudes.301

In all cases, the regime change corresponds to302

the troposphere/tropopause transition. This suggests303

that the two phenomena are strongly related. We304

suggest that they are actually just two aspects of the305

same phenomenon.306

It can be seen from Figure 4 that there is a third307

regime (Region 3) for the Albany radiosondes at high308

pressures (>∼ 80, 000 Pa). This region corresponds309

to the boundary layer, a region which can have rel-310

atively high moisture content. Unlike Regions 1 and311

2 where the plots of all seven radiosondes are almost312

identical, in Region 3, the slopes (and intercepts) of313

the plots are slightly different for different radioson-314

des. In some cases, the slopes of the lines are the315

same as for Region 2, but in other cases the slope is316

either slightly larger or slightly smaller than the slope317

for Region 2.318

From inspecting the associated relative humidity319

measurements of the radiosondes (see Supplementary320

Information), it appears that the larger slopes cor-321

respond to radiosondes which involved one or more322

rain events, while the smaller slopes correspond to323

radiosondes with relatively low humidity conditions324

in the boundary layer. This suggests that the differ-325

ences in slopes in Region 3 are water-related. Our326

brief analysis of these differences indicates many sub-327

tle and not-so-subtle phenomena, which are worthy328

of further investigation. But, for the purposes of this329

study, we will mostly consider the more abrupt and330

distinct differences between Regions 1 and 2.331

If the changes in slope in Region 3 are associated332

with water phase changes (e.g., liquid⇔ gas), then it333

seems plausible that the change in slope at the start of334

the tropopause similarly indicates a change in phase.335

Figure 5: Typical plots of the change in molar density,
D with pressure, P , for weather balloons launched in
North America at three different latitudes on 21st June
2010 (12:00 GMT).

However, this is a dry region and so this phase change 336

cannot be due to water. Indeed, the change in slope 337

at the tropopause is considerably more pronounced 338

than the slope changes in Region 3, which suggests 339

that it involves a substantial change in one or more 340

of the main atmospheric gases, i.e., nitrogen and/or 341

oxygen. We note that the transition could be ex- 342

plained by a change in the mean molecular weight of 343

the air. However, the relative concentrations of nitro- 344

gen and oxygen are known to be relatively constant 345

within the troposphere/tropopause/stratosphere re- 346

gions[1]. Hence, it is unlikely to involve a substantial 347

change in their relative concentration. 348

In Paper II[2], we propose that this phase change 349

is due to partial multimerization of the atmospheric 350

gases, i.e., an increase in concentration of the so- 351

called “van der Waal” molecules. But, for the pur- 352

poses of this paper, it is not essential to establish the 353

exact identities of the phases, and so we will sim- 354

ply refer to the Region 1 and Region 2 phases as the 355
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“heavy phase” and the “light phase” respectively.356

Figure 6: Typical plot of D and ∆D/∆P versus pres-
sure, P , for a radiosonde taken in the Arctic winter - in
this case, 71043 YVG Norman Wells, NT (Canada) on
21st December 2010 (00:00 GMT).

From studying the molar density/pressure plots for357

different latitudes and times of year, we note that358

the behaviour of the boundary layer region for ra-359

diosondes taken in the cold Arctic winter is different360

from those of the other North American radioson-361

des. Figure 6 shows the plot of D for the radiosonde362

taken on December 21st 2010 at Norman Wells, NT363

(Canada)1. This radiosonde was taken at a time of364

very low ground temperatures, typical of the Arctic365

winters. As can be seen from Figure 6, the slope of366

the plot of D versus P in the boundary layer is similar367

to that in region 1 (i.e., the tropopause/stratosphere).368

As the boundary layer is very dry (<1 g of water369

vapour/kg air) at these low temperatures, the differ-370

ent slopes are unlikely to be due to water for such371

radiosondes.372

Since the slope of the boundary layer is similar373

to that in Region 1, i.e., the heavy phase, we sug-374

gest that the air in the boundary layer is also in375

the heavy phase, for this case. This means that the376

heavy phase can exist near ground level as well as in377

the tropopause/stratosphere under cold, Arctic win-378

ter conditions. In Paper II, we suggest that changes379

in the distribution of this ground level heavy phase380

influence the so-called “polar vortices” found at high381

latitudes.382

Figure 7: Comparison of the experimental barometric
temperature profile for the 23 May, 2011 (12Z), Al-
bany, NY (USA) radiosonde to a two-phase regime, us-
ing Equation 7 and the fitting coefficients listed in Table
2.

3.2 Fitting barometric temperature 383

profiles 384

We saw in Section 3.1 that, for a given radiosonde, 385

the different atmospheric regions in a plot of molar 386

density D against pressure P are very well described 387

by straight lines. Hence, for a given region, we can 388

describe the relationship between D and P using the 389

equation of the line, i.e., 390

D = aP + c (5)

where a is the slope and c is the intercept of each 391

line with the D axis. However, while such plots are 392

insightful from a molecular point-of-view, from a me- 393

teorological perspective, it might be considered more 394

useful to be able to describe the changes in temper- 395

ature with pressure for a given radiosonde, i.e., the 396

barometric temperature profile. 397

Since, D = P
RT , 398

P

RT
= aP + c (6)

This can be rearranged to, 399

P =
cRT

1− aRT
(7)

or 400

T =
P

aRP + cR
(8)
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Sonde date a1 a2 c1 c2
23 May; 12Z 0.000577 0.000381 -0.06 3.92
24 May; 00Z 0.000580 0.000375 -0.07 4.16
24 May; 12Z 0.000577 0.000378 -0.06 4.00
25 May; 00Z 0.000564 0.000380 -0.01 4.00
25 May; 12Z 0.000564 0.000381 -0.02 3.97
26 May; 00Z 0.000571 0.000380 -0.04 3.87
26 May; 12Z 0.000573 0.000375 -0.05 4.07
Mean 0.000572 0.000378 -0.05 4.00
Standard de-
viation

0.000006 0.000002 0.02 0.09

Table 1: Slopes (a) and intercepts (c) of the D:P
plots for the seven radiosondes from May 2011 shown
in Figure 4. a1 and c1 correspond to the linear fit for
Region 1, i.e., the tropopause/stratosphere region, while
a2 and c2 correspond to the linear fit for Region 2, i.e.,
the troposphere region above the boundary layer.

This means that we can use the linear fitting pa-401

rameters of the D versus P plots to estimate the tem-402

perature at a given pressure (or vice versa) in a given403

atmospheric region. Figure 7 compares such an esti-404

mate to the experimentally measured values for one405

of the Albany, NY (USA) radiosondes in Figure 4406

(23 May, 2011 - 12Z). The fit is very good, consid-407

ering that the entire barometric temperature profile408

is estimated in terms of just two straight line D : P409

regions. Slight deviations from the “light phase” re-410

gion estimates are apparent in the boundary layer411

(below about 80000 Pa). These appear to be related412

to changes in humidity, e.g., rain events.413

As we noted in Section 3.1, above the boundary414

layer (Region 3), the D versus P plots are almost415

identical for all seven of the Albany, NY (USA) ra-416

diosondes of Figure 4. As a result, the slopes and417

intercepts of Regions 1 and 2 are essentially the same418

for all seven radiosondes (see Table 1), and hence,419

so are the estimated barometric temperature profiles420

(not shown).421

Table 2 compares the fitting parameters of the Al-422

bany radiosonde of Figure 7 to those from a sub-423

tropical summer radiosonde (Lake Charles, LA, USA;424

21 June, 2010; 12Z) and a near-Arctic winter ra-425

diosonde (Norman Wells, NT, Canada; 21 December,426

2010; 00Z). Together, the three radiosondes are rep-427

resentative of mid-latitude, sub-tropical and Arctic428

profiles, respectively. Unlike between the seven Al-429

1Strictly, Norman Wells is not an Arctic station, but with
a latitude of 65.28◦N, it is close enough to the Arctic circle
(> 66.56◦N) to be considered “near Arctic”.

Latitude a c Station
Humid phase
30.11◦N 0.000348 5.39 Lake Charles
Light phase
30.11◦N 0.000377 3.61 Lake Charles
42.70◦N 0.000381 3.92 Albany
65.28◦N 0.000390 5.82 Norman Wells
Heavy phase
30.11◦N 0.000593 -0.10 Lake Charles
42.70◦N 0.000577 -0.06 Albany
65.28◦N 0.000527 0.09 Norman Wells (u)
65.28◦N 0.000541 -6.24 Norman Wells (g)

Table 2: Slopes and intercepts of the fitting functions
used for Figures 7 and 8. Lake Charles (72240 LCH) was
launched on 21/06/2010 12Z; Albany (72518 ALB) was
launched on 23/05/2011 12Z; Norman Wells (71043
YVG) was launched on 21/12/2010 00Z. For the Nor-
man Wells radiosonde, there are two heavy phases, one
at ground level (g), and one in the upper atmosphere
(u).

bany radiosondes, there is some slight variability in 430

the slopes (a) of the phases between radiosondes at 431

the three different locations (and seasons). However, 432

the variability is remarkably low, even though the ra- 433

diosondes each were taken at different locations and 434

times of the year, with the a values for all three ra- 435

diosondes being in the range 0.000377− 0.000390 for 436

the light phase and 0.000527−0.000593 for the heavy 437

phase. This indicates that both phases have very dis- 438

tinct barometric temperature behaviours, regardless 439

of location and time of year. 440

We will discuss the thermodynamic significance of 441

the a constants in the Appendix. In Section 3.4, we 442

will show that a is not quite a constant, but has 443

a temperature dependence. However, the deviation 444

from the constant value for an individual radiosonde, 445

is too small to be detected, because of experimental 446

error. There is also considerable variability in the in- 447

tercept values (c). We will discuss the variations in c 448

at the end of this section. 449

In Figure 8, the barometric temperature profiles for 450

the Lake Charles and the Norman Wells radiosondes 451

are compared to their corresponding estimates from 452

Equation 7. Like the Albany radiosonde, the profiles 453

are remarkably well approximated in terms of a very 454

small number (three) of different regions of linear D : 455

P behaviour. 456

The Lake Charles, LA (USA) weather station is 457

less than 10km from a coastal lake, and less than 458
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Figure 8: Comparison of experimental barometric tem-
perature profiles with theoretical estimates determined
using Equation 7. The fitting coefficients used are listed
in Table 2. Top: a sub-tropical summer radiosonde,
Lake Charles, LA (USA); 21 June, 2010 (12Z). Bot-
tom: an Arctic winter radiosonde, Norman Wells, AK
(USA); 21 December, 2010 (00Z).

40km north of the Gulf of Mexico, and hence local459

air tends to be relatively moist. Also, since it is a460

subtropical location, the absolute humidity of the air461

near ground level can be quite high, particularly in462

the summer when this radiosonde was launched. This463

is why the boundary layer (defined here as having an464

absolute humidity of > 1 g of water per kg of air) can465

reach relatively low pressures (high altitudes), in this466

case ∼ 60000 Pa. Hence, we calculated the slopes and467

intercepts for this region (“Humid phase”) separately468

from the upper troposphere region (“Light phase”).469

From Table 2, it can be seen that the slope for the470

humid phase is slightly lower (a = 0.000348) than471

the light phase (a = 0.000377) but the intercept is472

slightly higher (c = 5.39 compared to c = 3.61 for473

the light phase). As can be seen from Figure 8, the474

actual temperature at ground level (hollow circles) 475

is greater than it would have been for the dry, light 476

phase (dashed, blue line). In other words, the high 477

humidity seems to have increased the ground temper- 478

ature for this radiosonde. 479

In contrast, the Norman Wells radiosonde corre- 480

sponds to very cold (and hence dry) ground temper- 481

atures. As noted in Section 3.1, the lower part of the 482

troposphere (up to about 80000 Pa) has a different 483

D : P behaviour from the upper troposphere for this 484

sonde, and hence is treated as a separate atmospheric 485

region, as for Lake Charles. We saw from Figure 6 486

that the D : P slope of this lower tropospheric region 487

was similar to that in the tropopause/stratosphere, 488

and this is confirmed in Table 2, where the a val- 489

ues are 0.000541 and 0.000527 respectively, compared 490

with 0.000390 for the upper troposphere. This agrees 491

with our suggestion in Section 3.1 that both regions 492

correspond to the air adopting the “heavy phase”. 493

It is remarkable that the barometric temperature 494

profiles are fitted so well using the slope and inter- 495

cept of just two or three straight line regions obtained 496

from D/P plots. This is unexpected from the con- 497

ventional explanations for the atmospheric tempera- 498

ture profiles, as summarised in Section 2. In the con- 499

ventional explanations, the temperature at a given 500

pressure and location is a complex function of the 501

pressure, radiative flux and concentration of green- 502

house gases, which varies substantially with altitude. 503

However, Figures 7 and 8 suggest that the changes 504

in temperature with altitude (pressure) correspond 505

to a simple linear relationship between D and P for 506

a given region. Hence, it is worth considering the 507

behaviour of the a and c constants of these linear 508

regions. 509

3.3 Meteorological significance for 510

different a and c constants 511

We saw from Figures 7 and 8 that when a D : P 512

linear relationship is converted into a P : T relation- 513

ship, the barometric temperature profile can actually 514

seem quite complex. Different values of a and c can 515

dramatically alter the P : T profile. So, if you were 516

unaware of the D : P linear relationships, the baro- 517

metric temperature profile could seem fairly complex, 518

chaotic, and somewhat non-intuitive, i.e., the temper- 519

ature seems to meander up and down from the aver- 520

age “standard atmosphere” profile (Figure 1) almost 521

randomly. 522

We find that the barometric temperature profiles 523
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become much simpler once you recognise the bi-linear524

(or tri-linear) nature of the barometric molar density525

profiles, i.e., once you identify the two or three linear526

D : P relationships for a given profile.527

Hence, in this section, it might be useful to528

briefly discuss how different a and c constants de-529

fine the barometric temperature profile for a particu-530

lar regime. Mathematically, the barometric temper-531

ature profile for a given a and c is a quite straight-532

forward relationship, i.e., Equations 7 or 8. However,533

initially, the relationship can seem somewhat non-534

intuitive, particularly since most of us are used to535

considering the barometric temperature profile just536

in terms of P and T .537

In the Supplementary Information, we have in-538

cluded a Microsoft Excel file which allows you to view539

the barometric temperature profile for a given a and540

c, and then manually alter these values to get a “feel-541

ing” for the mathematical relationships of Equations542

7 and 8. In this section, we will summarise the main543

features of these mathematical relationships.544

Figures 9, 10 and 11 are schematic plots which il-545

lustrate the significance of different a and c constants.546

Figure 9: Effects of varying a, while keeping c constant.

Figure 9 illustrates how different a values affect547

the barometric temperature profile. We can see that548

higher values of a lead to a lower temperature at sea549

level. It also can be seen that, as pressure increases,550

the rate of temperature change with pressure (i.e.,551

the barometric temperature lapse rate) asymptotically552

tends to zero. This tendency appears to increase with553

a. All three plots converge towards low temperatures554

at low pressures.555

Figure 10 illustrates how different c values affect556

the barometric temperature profile. The c = 0 plot557

shows no variation of temperature with pressure, i.e.,558

Figure 10: Effects of varying c while keeping a con-
stant.

Figure 11: Dependence of c on the value of a and the
pressure, Pc, at which the phase change occurs.

it implies a barometric temperature lapse rate of ex- 559

actly zero. Positive c values show a decrease in tem- 560

perature with pressure, which is the typical behaviour 561

within the troposphere. However, negative c values 562

show increasing temperatures with decreasing pres- 563

sure, which is the behaviour typically associated with 564

the stratosphere. 565

From Table 2, it can be seen that the c values for 566

the tropopause/stratosphere region are all close to 567

zero, but can be either positive or negative. If the 568

c values are slightly negative, this corresponds to an 569

increase in temperature with decreasing pressure, i.e., 570

“stratospheric heating” (e.g., the Lake Charles and 571

Albany radiosondes). Interestingly, in the Norman 572

Wells case, c < 0 for Region 3 corresponding to a 573

positive lapse rate in the lower troposphere (Figure 574

8). 575

If the c value is slightly positive in the 576
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tropopause/stratosphere (e.g., for Region 1 of the577

Norman Wells profile), a positive lapse rate does578

not occur. According to the conventional termi-579

nology, this would mean that the “stratosphere” is580

missing for the Norman Wells case, even though the581

“tropopause” is present.582

This is a problem for the conventional ozone heat-583

ing explanation for the stratosphere/tropopause tem-584

perature behaviour which implies that the “pausing”585

of temperature in the tropopause behaviour is a re-586

duction in the amount of “stratospheric heating” at587

lower altitudes. If the tropopause genuinely was a re-588

duced magnitude version of the stratosphere, then re-589

gions without “stratospheric heating” would not have590

a tropopause either.591

However, if the stratosphere/tropopause tempera-592

ture behaviour is instead related to the phase change,593

as we suggest, this is no longer a problem. In that594

case, we can see from Figure 10, that the “pausing”595

of the tropopause corresponds to a low c value in596

the upper atmosphere and the sign of the baromet-597

ric temperature lapse rate in the stratosphere merely598

depends on the sign of c, i.e., it is possible to have a599

tropopause even if the lapse rate is slightly negative600

in the stratosphere.601

One might expect that c for the upper phase should602

be 0, since D = 0 when P = 0. However, it should603

be recalled that in this paper, our analysis is limited604

to the tropospheric to stratospheric regions. From605

Figure 1 it can be seen that there are other changes606

in the temperature lapse rates between the strato-607

sphere and space, and hence there are other stages608

between the stratosphere and outer space. Some of609

these transitions may similarly involve heavy/light610

phase changes, but the regions above the stratosphere611

are beyond the scope of this paper.612

Figure 11 is an artificially-generated schematic of613

D versus P profiles, designed to qualitatively sum-614

marise the different behaviours we have observed for615

the three main climatic regions - Arctic winter, mid-616

latitude (dry) and tropical (humid). From Equation617

4, we know that low temperature/high pressure con-618

ditions correspond to high D values. Therefore, D at619

sea level tends to be highest for cold, high pressure620

conditions (Arctic winter) and lowest for warm, low621

pressure conditions (tropical humid).622

In theory, D should be zero when P = 0. This im-623

plies that the slope of the light phase (i.e., a) would624

be higher for the cold, high pressure conditions than625

warm, low pressure conditions, since D has further626

to decrease. This is confirmed from Table 2, since for627

the light phase, the a constant increases slightly with 628

latitude (Lake Charles < Albany < Norman Wells). 629

However, as seen from Figure 2, the tropopause oc- 630

curs at lower temperatures and pressures for tropical 631

profiles than polar profiles. So, we would expect this 632

trend to be reversed for the heavy phase. This is also 633

confirmed from Table 2, as a appears to roughly de- 634

crease with latitude for the heavy phase (i.e., Norman 635

Wells < Albany < Lake Charles). 636

The intercept, or c value, for each linear region de- 637

pends on the pressure at which a phase transition 638

occurs, as well as the type of phase change which oc- 639

curs. As the phase change from the troposphere to 640

the tropopause usually corresponds to just one type 641

of phase change (i.e., the transition from light phase 642

to heavy phase), the c constant for the upper tro- 643

posphere is mostly just a function of the pressure at 644

which the phase change occurs. The lower the pres- 645

sure at which the transition occurs, the closer the 646

intercept is to zero, i.e., c decreases. 647

For the lower troposphere phase changes, the val- 648

ues of c also depend on the type of phase change. 649

If the phase change is due to water vapour, e.g., a 650

high humidity in the boundary layer, as for the Lake 651

Charles radiosonde, then the c value for the lower tro- 652

posphere also decreases if the pressure at which the 653

phase change occurs is decreased. However, if the 654

phase change corresponds to a transition from heavy 655

phase to light phase, as for the Norman Wells ra- 656

diosonde, then the opposite occurs. In these cases, c 657

for the lower troposphere is negative. 658

3.4 Theoretical and experimental 659

significance of a 660

In the Appendix, we derive theoretical equations for 661

the a values described in Section 3.2, i.e., the slopes 662

of the lines in the D/P plots, 663

a =
dD

dP
(9)

There we show from thermodynamics that for any 664

mixture of gases, 665

a =
1

γRT
(10)

Where, as defined in the Appendix, γ is the ratio 666

of the total molar energy capacity, CT to the molar 667

energy capacity at constant volume, CV , i.e., 668

γ =
CT
CV

(11)
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Its value depends on the gases, and the type of ther-669

modynamic system the gases are in.670

For a mixture of diatomic N2 and O2 (i.e., dry air671

in the light phase), we derived in the Appendix, γ672

values for three different thermodynamic conditions.673

• An isothermal process (γi = 1) ⇒ ai = 1
RT674

• An adiabatic process with no field change (γa =675

1.4) ⇒ aa = 1
1.4RT676

• An adiabatic process in a gravitational field677

(γg = 1.2) ⇒ ag = 1
1.2RT678

As we discuss in the Appendix, γ for air can vary679

with atmospheric composition, e.g., water content or680

the presence of heavy phase air. γ can also vary681

from changes in the interactions between the air and682

the different energy fields (i.e., gravitational, electro-683

static or magnetic), or if energy is lost or gained by684

the air. A number of processes can result in a vol-685

ume of air losing or gaining energy - radiative absorp-686

tion/emission; chemical reactions (e.g., “ozone heat-687

ing”); phase changes (e.g., condensation/evaporation688

of water or the light phase/heavy phase transition);689

etc.690

Figure 12: Comparison of the D : P plots to the cor-
responding ã plots for the Albany radiosonde data of
Figure 7. The dashed red lines correspond to the mean
a values for each of the phases, i.e., the fitting param-
eters used for Figure 7.

From Equation 10, it can be seen that a should691

have a temperature dependence. However, in Section692

3.2, when calculating the value for a, it was assumed693

Figure 13: Comparison of the D : P plots to the corre-
sponding ã plots for the Norman Wells radiosonde data
of Figure 8. The dashed red lines correspond to the
mean a values for each of the phases, i.e., the fitting
parameters used for Figure 8.

that the D versus P functions were exactly linear for 694

each phase. To investigate the non-linearity of the D 695

versus P functions within each phase, we find it use- 696

ful to plot ∆D/∆P against pressure, where ∆D and 697

∆P are the differences in D and P (respectively) be- 698

tween two consecutive measurements from the same 699

radiosonde. Ideally, as ∆P tends to zero, ∆D/∆P 700

becomes equivalent to the derivative of D with re- 701

spect to P , i.e., the instantaneous slope, a, 702

lim
∆P→0

∆D

∆P
=
dD

dP
= a (12)

Of course, since radiosondes only record a finite 703

number of measurements, ∆P � 0 between consec- 704

utive measurements. Nevertheless, we find that the 705

ratio can act as a reasonable approximation of the 706

instantaneous slope at a given pressure. We define 707

this ratio as ã, 708

ã =
∆D

∆P
≈ a (13)

In Figures 12 and 13 we compare the ã values to 709

the fitted a values (red lines) used for the Albany 710

radiosonde of Figure 7 and the Norman Wells ra- 711

diosonde of Figure 8, respectively. We first note that 712

ã is indeed well-approximated as being constant for a 713

given phase, i.e., the dashed red lines are reasonable 714

fits. This justifies our conclusion in Section 3.2 that 715

the slopes are constant for individual regions. We also 716
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Figure 14: Comparison of the experimentally-derived ã
values to the three theoretical a estimates described in
the text, for the Albany radiosonde shown in Figure 12.

note from Table 1 that the standard deviations for a717

of the seven Albany radiosondes are all within ∼ 1%718

of the mean values. This suggests that the mean a719

values for individual regions of a radiosonde are very720

well-defined, i.e., the constant slopes corresponding721

to the mean value of ã are statistically significant.722

Despite this, the fits are not exact, and it is plau-723

sible that ã does actually have a temperature depen-724

dence, as implied by Equation 10. For the tempera-725

ture profiles observed by radiosondes, the change in726

temperature is typically quite small over the range of727

a few kilometres. Hence, the corresponding change in728

a predicted by Equation 10 would also be quite small729

For example, let us consider the change in a pre-730

dicted by Equation 10 when travelling a vertical dis-731

tance of 1km. If the lower altitude temperature is732

T1 = 226.5K then, with an altitudinal lapse rate of733

−6.5K/km, the temperature 1km higher would be734

T2 = 220.0K. For dry light phase air in a gravita-735

tional field, a = ag = 1
1.2RT .736

∴ (ag)1 − (ag)2 = ∆ag = 0.000443− 0.000456 (14)

= −0.000013

The relative change in ag in moving from T1 to T2 is,737

738

∆ag
(ag)1

=
−0.00013

0.000443
= −0.029 (15)

This implies a decrease in ag of less than 3% per739

kilometre. For the radiosondes of Figures 12 and 13,740

Figure 15: Comparison of the experimentally-derived
ã values to the three theoretical a estimates described
in the text, for the Norman Wells radiosonde shown in
Figure 13.

the noise of the variability in ã is greater than that. 741

In Figures 14 and 15, we calculated the theoretical 742

a values predicted for the Albany and Norman Wells 743

radiosondes, for each of our three γ constants, and 744

compared them to the experimental ã values. The 745

theoretical values at each pressure were obtained by 746

simply incorporating the measured T into Equation 747

10 for a given value of γ. 748

For the light phase regions (Region 2 in both cases), 749

ã is reasonably well-fitted by the theoretical ag curve 750

for dry air in the light phase in a gravitational field, 751

provided we exclude the regions associated with rain 752

events. 753

For the heavy phase regions (Region 1 for Albany, 754

Regions 1 and 3 for Norman Wells), this fit breaks 755

down, and ã instead seems better described by ai, 756

i.e., the isothermal curve. As we mention in the Ap- 757

pendix, the theoretical isothermal curve does not de- 758

pend on the molecular composition of the gases, how- 759

ever the curve for ag does. 760

Isothermal conditions are often associated with 761

an ongoing phase change. For instance, it is well 762

known that at the boiling point of water, the tem- 763

perature of the water can remain constant while it 764

is being heated, as the heating provides the latent 765

(“hidden”) heat to convert liquid water into gaseous 766

steam. So, if, as we propose, some of the air above the 767

tropopause is undergoing a phase change, this would 768
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explain why the isotropic ai value would be a better769

fit for ã above the tropopause.770

Near a phase change boundary, rapid fluctuations771

in the thermodynamic properties of a system often772

occur, because small changes in temperature or pres-773

sure can cause a sudden transition between one phase774

and the other. If the heavy phase regions are close to775

the phase change boundary, this could explain why776

the “noise” of the ã values appears to increase for777

the heavy phase regions. It also explains the large778

“spikes” associated with the rain events of the Albany779

radiosonde. The “noisy” behaviour for the heavy780

phase is even more pronounced for some of the other781

radiosondes we examined, but we chose to present the782

Albany and Norman Wells plots for comparison with783

the other graphs in this paper.784

Figure 16: Comparison of the experimental baromet-
ric temperature profile (grey circles) for the Albany
radiosonde shown in Figure 12 with a theoretically-
derived profile (solid red line), assuming γ adopts the
shown values for the regions indicated by the blue ar-
rows, and ground temperature/pressure conditions of
285.75K, 100500 Pa.

In the Appendix, we show how, given an initial785

pressure and temperature, and knowing the γ values786

for each phase, it is possible to generate the baromet-787

ric temperature profile. A corollary of this is that,788

we can estimate the appropriate γ values at differ-789

ent pressures for a given radiosonde, by selecting the790

values which best fit the radiosonde’s barometric tem-791

perature profile.792

Figure 16 compares the experimental barometric793

temperature profile for the Albany radiosonde of Fig-794

ure 7 with the calculated temperature profile using795

the γ values shown on the graph.796

Figure 17: Comparison of the experimental barometric
temperature profile (grey circles) for the Norman Wells
radiosonde shown in Figure 13 with a theoretically-
derived profile (solid red line), assuming γ adopts the
shown values for the regions indicated by the blue ar-
rows, and ground temperature/pressure conditions of
250.65K, 99400 Pa.

Between 87500 and 41500 Pa, the profile is well fit- 797

ted by a value of γ = 1.20, which corresponds to the 798

value predicted for light phase dry air in a gravita- 799

tional field, i.e., γg. However at higher pressures, i.e., 800

in the boundary layer, different values of γ are re- 801

quired for a good fit. We saw from Figures 7, 12 and 802

14 that this is a region associated with changes in wa- 803

ter content. The γ = 0.87 value from 88500 to 95500 804

Pa corresponds to a region of 100% humidity. Rain 805

would inject thermal energy into the surrounding air, 806

which at constant pressure, would reduce γ. The low 807

humidity near the ground level would cause the rain 808

from the higher region to evaporate, which will ab- 809

sorb energy from the surrounding air, thus increasing 810

γ to 1.47. 811

Above 14500 Pa, γ = 0.96 is required. This ap- 812

proximates γi = 1.0, i.e., isothermal conditions. As 813

we mentioned earlier, phase changes are often asso- 814

ciated with isothermal conditions, since the energy 815

gained or lost by the system is typically in the form 816

of latent heat. So the value of γ ≈ 1.0 is proba- 817

bly a result of the light phase/heavy phase transition 818

which begins for this radiosonde at around 14500 Pa. 819

However, we notice that between 40500 Pa and about 820

20000 Pa, γ is better fit by a value of about γ = 1.3, 821

rather than γg = 1.2. It may be that the change of 822

phase just above this region has released energy into 823

the air, causing γ to slightly increase. 824
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Figure 17 compares the experimental barometric825

temperature profile with the calculated barometric826

temperature profile for the Norman Wells radiosonde827

of Figure 13, using the γ values shown in the figure.828

As for Figure 16, much of the profile (81900 to829

38900 Pa) in the upper troposphere is well-fitted by830

γ = 1.2. This value corresponds to γg, i.e., light phase831

dry air in a gravitational field. The profile from 37900832

to 16900 Pa is well-fitted by γ = 1.0. We saw from833

Figures 8, 13 and 15 that the onset of the heavy phase834

begins at about 40000 Pa for this radiosonde, so again835

a value close to γi = 1.0 is expected. However, above836

16900 Pa, a slightly higher value of γ seems to be837

necessary. This might indicate the completion of the838

phase transition, or maybe other factors are involved.839

As we discussed earlier, we suggest that the air in840

the lower troposphere, near ground level, also corre-841

sponds to the heavy phase for this radiosonde. How-842

ever, the value of γ which best fits the profile below843

about 82900 Pa is 0.85, which is lower than γ for the844

heavy phase in the upper atmosphere of the profile.845

If the change in phase at the boundary layer from the846

heavy to light phase is an endothermic process, then847

a possible explanation could be that energy is being848

extracted from the warm boundary layer air to the849

south. This would reduce γ.850

Although much of the analysis of the fitted values851

of γ for the two radiosondes described above is still852

speculative, and more research is probably required853

before we can provide definitive explanations for the854

γ values of individual regions, we note that the fitted855

theoretical plots of both radiosondes each only re-856

quire a few different γ values in order to describe the857

entire barometric temperature profile. This suggests858

that the use of γ values to describe the barometric859

temperature profiles of radiosondes is promising, and860

may provide us with useful insights in the future. We861

provide some discussion of the theory behind γ in the862

Appendix.863

We are impressed at how the barometric temper-864

ature profiles can be so well-described with only a865

few different regions, for each radiosonde. Since the866

γ values associated with each region can be thermo-867

dynamically derived, this suggests that, at least over868

the distances of ∼ 30− 35km covered by an individ-869

ual radiosonde, the air is mostly in thermodynamic870

equilibrium. As we will discuss later, this contradicts871

a key assumption of current atmospheric physics the-872

ories, which assume that individual air parcels are873

only in local thermodynamic equilibrium[11].874

4 Implications 875

For this paper, we analysed the atmospheric baromet- 876

ric temperature profiles of a large sample of weather 877

balloon radiosondes launched from the North Amer- 878

ican continent over the 2010-2011 period. A number 879

of significant results were found: 880

1. A previously unreported widespread phase 881

change in at least one of the main at- 882

mospheric gases was found to be associ- 883

ated with the troposphere-tropopause transi- 884

tion. We dubbed the phase associated with the 885

tropopause/stratosphere regions as the “heavy 886

phase”, as opposed to the “light phase” which 887

occurred for most of the troposphere. The heavy 888

phase also appears to occur near ground level 889

during cold Arctic winters. In Paper II, we sug- 890

gest that the heavy phase involves partial multi- 891

merization of oxygen, and possibly nitrogen[2]. 892

2. When the radiosondes were analysed in terms of 893

molar density (D) and pressure (P ), an almost 894

linear relationship was found for all radiosondes 895

between D and P for each of the phases. How- 896

ever, the linear relationship was different for the 897

heavy phase compared to the light phase. The 898

linear relationships were almost identical for all 899

of the radiosondes considered, although depend- 900

ing on latitude and season there were some slight 901

differences in the slopes of the lines, and also 902

the pressure at which the transition between the 903

phases occurred. 904

3. Once linear relationships were determined for 905

each of the phases of a radiosonde, it was possi- 906

ble to estimate the relationship between T and P 907

for that phase, using the slopes and intercepts of 908

the lines. Barometric temperature profiles typi- 909

cally show considerable variability over the range 910

of the radiosondes (i.e., ∼0 to 35 km, i.e., tro- 911

posphere to mid-stratosphere). However, by us- 912

ing the approach we developed, very close fits 913

could be obtained between the experimentally- 914

determined T , P values and the estimated val- 915

ues, even though our estimates only assumed two 916

or three different linear regions. 917

4. The slopes of the linear regions agree well with 918

our predictions based on the thermodynamics 919

of a simple mixture of O2 and N2 in a grav- 920

itational field, provided that changes in water 921

vapour concentration and the light phase/heavy 922
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phase transitions are accounted for. This sug-923

gests that the barometric temperature profiles924

of the troposphere are not overly influenced by925

the concentration of trace gases, such as CO2.926

5. The fact that the barometric temperature pro-927

files are so well-described with only a few differ-928

ent thermodynamic regimes suggests that, over929

the range of a radiosonde (i.e., ∼ 0 − 35 km),930

the air is mostly in thermodynamic equilibrium.931

Previous approaches to describing barometric932

temperature profiles have assumed that individ-933

ual air parcels are only in local thermodynamic934

equilibrium, e.g., Pierrehumbert, 2011[11].935

These findings have implications for several differ-936

ent research fields, and we will briefly discuss some of937

the main ones.938

4.1 Problems with radiosonde939

altitudes940

Most radiosonde weather balloons measure the pres-941

sure, temperature and relative humidity at different942

levels in the atmosphere, but do not measure the al-943

titude (height, h). Instead, the heights are derived944

from the pressure measurements using the baromet-945

ric equation[28],946

P = P0 exp(−Mgh/RT ) (Pa) (16)

Where P0 is the atmospheric pressure at sea level and947

M , the mean molecular weight, is assumed to be 28.9948

Daltons for dry air. While the molecular weight is949

often adjusted to take into account the water content950

given by the relative humidity, until now it has been951

assumed that no other changes need to be considered.952

However, if the heavy phase has a different molecular953

weight (which would be the case if it involves partial954

multimerization, as we argue in Paper II [2]), then the955

calculated heights will be incorrect. The same would956

also apply if pressures are calculated from measured957

heights.958

Most radiosonde systems (e.g., Vaisala RS80,959

Vaisala RS90 and Graw DFM-97) only directly mea-960

sure the pressure, temperature and relative humidity961

- the altitudes are calculated. Other radiosonde sys-962

tems (e.g., Sippican MKII and Modern GL-98) mea-963

sure the altitudes directly, e.g., via a 3D GPS, but964

then calculate the pressure from Equation 16[29].965

Our results therefore imply that the calculated data966

(either heights or pressures, depending on the ra-967

diosonde) from most radiosondes may be inaccurate968

above the troposphere, and also in the troposphere 969

during polar winter conditions. We note that this 970

latter point has implications for aeroplane pilots fly- 971

ing in polar winter conditions if they are relying on 972

barometric gauges for determining their altitude. 973

In recent years, the World Meteorological Organi- 974

zation have carried out a series of inter-comparisons 975

between barometric and GPS radiosonde systems, 976

e.g., Refs. [29–31]. Da Silveira et al., 2001[29] noted 977

discrepancies between the reported heights and pres- 978

sures of different radiosonde systems, but assumed 979

that these discrepancies were solely due to different 980

instrument errors. In other words, they did not con- 981

sider the possibility that the mean molecular weight 982

might change above the troposphere. 983

Radiosonde manufacturers have been applying new 984

calibrations and conversions to their GPS measure- 985

ments in an admirable attempt to reduce the appar- 986

ent “instrument errors”. As a result, in more re- 987

cent studies, the discrepancies between the calculated 988

pressures of different GPS radiosondes have been re- 989

duced[30, 31]. This has even led to some groups 990

recommending that GPS radiosondes should not at- 991

tempt to measure pressure, but instead calculate the 992

pressure from the altitude, to “reduce the cost of con- 993

sumables” (Recommendation 13.2.2.1 of Nash et al., 994

2006[30]). 995

Our results suggest that such recommendations are 996

unwise. Doubtless there are instrumental errors in 997

many radiosonde systems, and efforts to minimise 998

these errors should be encouraged. But, heights or 999

pressures calculated from Equation 16 assuming a 1000

molecular weight of 28.9 are inaccurate if the molec- 1001

ular weight changes in the heavy phase. 1002

We recommend that radiosonde systems should 1003

measure both pressure and altitude, particularly when 1004

considering the upper atmosphere and/or polar win- 1005

ter profiles. However, since the GPS measure- 1006

ments have been recalibrated partly to remove the 1007

discrepancy between GPS-calculated pressures and 1008

barometer-measured pressures, there is a danger that 1009

these recalibrations have incorporated some of the in- 1010

accuracy of Equation 16. Therefore, care should be 1011

taken to ensure that GPS altitude measurements are 1012

determined completely independently from barome- 1013

ter measurements. 1014
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Figure 18: One modelled estimate of the solar heating
rates at different pressures and ozone concentrations,
for a mid-latitude summer region. The solar heating
rates (left) were estimated from Figure 4 of Chou et
al., 1992[16], while the ozone concentrations (right)
were taken from the 1990 InterComparison of Radia-
tion Codes in Climate Models (ICRCCM) dataset (test
case 27)[32, 33]. The y axis (pressure) is shown as a
log scale.

4.2 Implications for the ozone1015

heating theory1016

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the conventional expla-1017

nation for the positive barometric lapse rate in the1018

stratosphere and the close-to-zero lapse rate in the1019

tropopause is based on the “ozone heating” theory.1020

Figure 18 shows a typical model of this proposed1021

ozone heating, obtained from Chou et al., 1992[16].1022

In these models, the amount of stratospheric heat-1023

ing is usually reported in degrees K (or ◦C) per day,1024

and is directly related to the amount of incoming ul-1025

traviolet radiation absorbed by the atmosphere, i.e.,1026

oxygen and ozone.1027

In general, according to the theory, the higher the1028

concentration of ozone, the more radiation is ab-1029

sorbed, and indeed the absorption of ultraviolet ra-1030

diation is involved in the formation of ozone. Hence,1031

the modelled “solar heating rate” initially increases1032

with increasing ozone concentration. However, as the1033

incoming solar radiation passes through the “ozone1034

layer” (a region of the stratosphere with relatively1035

high ozone concentrations), most of the ultraviolet1036

radiation is absorbed, and there is less radiation to1037

be absorbed. So, for the profile in Figure 18, from1038

about 90 Pa, the heating rate starts to decrease with1039

increasing pressure, even though the ozone concen- 1040

tration does not reach a maximum until about 1000 1041

Pa. 1042

According to the theory, by the time the incom- 1043

ing solar radiation has reached the tropopause, the 1044

amount of ozone heating has been reduced to the ex- 1045

tent that it only just compensates for the energy lost 1046

to the gravitational field. This is the theory’s ex- 1047

planation as to why the temperature lapse rate is 1048

close-to-zero in the tropopause. 1049

One major problem with the ozone heating theory 1050

is that it overlooks the fact that the tropopause tends 1051

to be most pronounced in the middle of the Arctic 1052

winter, when there is no sunlight (and hence no UV), 1053

and least pronounced at the lower latitudes (near the 1054

equator), where sunlight (and UV) are greatest. This 1055

can be seen by comparing the onset of the tropopause 1056

for the different profiles in Figure 2. The current 1057

theory would require it to be the other way around. 1058

Another problem is that radiosondes can be found 1059

in which the temperature lapse rate is close-to-zero 1060

in the tropopause, but slightly negative in the strato- 1061

sphere (e.g., see Figure 8). If the “pausing” of the 1062

tropopause is due to a reduction in the level of ozone 1063

heating as the troposphere is approached, then this 1064

should not occur. 1065

Our alternative explanation for the 1066

tropopause/stratosphere temperature behaviour is 1067

based on the previously-overlooked light phase/heavy 1068

phase transition. In all of the radiosondes we 1069

analysed, the troposphere/tropopause transition 1070

coincided with the transition between the light phase 1071

and the heavy phase. This suggests that the two 1072

phenomena are related. Our analysis shows that 1073

such a phase change is sufficient to explain much (if 1074

not all) of the tropopause/stratosphere temperature 1075

behaviour. 1076

Our theory explains how the tropopause can occur 1077

during the Arctic winters - the change in tempera- 1078

ture behaviour can occur without sunlight. It allows 1079

for atmospheric profiles in which the tropopause has a 1080

non-negative temperature lapse rate, even if the lapse 1081

rate is slightly negative in the stratosphere above. It 1082

can also explain the positive temperature lapse rates 1083

at ground level during Arctic winters (“temperature 1084

inversion layers”), i.e., temperatures at ground level 1085

can become low enough during Arctic winters for 1086

some of the air to form the heavy phase (e.g., see 1087

Figure 8). 1088

It seems clear that the oxygen and ozone in the 1089

ozone layer does absorb a significant fraction of the 1090
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incoming solar radiation. For instance, most of the1091

higher frequency ultraviolet light (e.g., above 280 nm)1092

which is present in the incoming solar radiation does1093

not reach the troposphere, i.e., it is absorbed by the1094

atmosphere at higher altitudes2. However, if this ab-1095

sorbed energy is then distributed throughout the at-1096

mosphere, then it would not necessarily remain in the1097

tropopause/stratosphere. In other words, absorption1098

of ultraviolet radiation in the ozone layer does not1099

necessarily lead to stratospheric heating.1100

4.3 Implications for the greenhouse1101

effect theory1102

Figure 19: Modelled estimates of the infra-red cool-
ing rates predicted by the greenhouse effect theory for
a mid-latitude summer atmosphere. Data is taken from
test cases 27 (300 ppmv CO2, blue solid line) and 28
(600 ppmv, red dashed line) from the 1990 InterCom-
parison of Radiation Codes in Climate Models (ICR-
CCM) dataset[12, 32, 33]. Both test cases assume
the shown barometric temperature profile (second from
left) and H2O and O3 atmospheric concentrations (two
rightmost panels).

Our results suggest that the magnitude of the so-1103

called “greenhouse effect”[11–14, 20–22, 26, 27] is1104

considerably less than had previously been assumed,1105

and is probably negligible. Since the greenhouse ef-1106

fect theory is currently a major component of global1107

climate models[11–14, 21, 26], it is worth considering1108

this implication in detail.1109

According to the greenhouse effect theory (see Pier-1110

rehumbert, 2011[11] for a concise summary), baro-1111

metric temperature profiles are strongly influenced1112

by the presence of trace greenhouse gases (e.g., H2O,1113

2High frequency ultraviolet light is harmful to most known
life, which suggests that life on Earth evolved without much
exposure to high frequency ultraviolet light.

CO2, O3 and CH4) in the atmosphere. Greenhouse 1114

gases are assumed to substantially increase the mean 1115

temperature of the troposphere and decrease the 1116

mean temperature of the stratosphere. Specifically, 1117

the theory predicts that the greenhouse gases present 1118

in the atmosphere reduce the rate at which outgoing 1119

infra-red radiation leaves the Earth into space, i.e., 1120

the rate of infra-red cooling. 1121

In the theory, the rate of infra-red cooling is be- 1122

lieved to vary substantially throughout the atmo- 1123

sphere, with the rate at each location depending on a 1124

number of factors: the local concentration of the dif- 1125

ferent greenhouse gases, the local temperature of the 1126

air, the atmospheric pressure, as well as the radiative 1127

flux passing through that location. The spectrum of 1128

the radiative flux at each location is also considered 1129

important - if a particular frequency of radiation has 1130

already been absorbed before reaching the air par- 1131

cel, that frequency is said to be saturated, and is no 1132

longer available to be absorbed by greenhouse gases. 1133

Figure 19 shows a typical radiation model for a mid- 1134

latitude summer atmosphere, taken from the 1990 In- 1135

terComparison of Radiation Codes in Climate Models 1136

(ICRCCM) dataset[12, 32, 33], which is based on the 1137

greenhouse effect theory. 1138

It can be seen from the infra-red cooling model 1139

of Figure 19 that the greenhouse effect theory pre- 1140

dicts a strong influence from the greenhouse gases on 1141

the barometric temperature profile. Moreover, the 1142

modelled net effect of the greenhouse gases on infra- 1143

red cooling varies substantially over the entire atmo- 1144

spheric profile. 1145

However, when we analysed the barometric tem- 1146

perature profiles of the radiosondes in this paper, we 1147

were unable to detect any influence from greenhouse 1148

gases. Instead, the profiles were very well described 1149

by the thermodynamic properties of the main atmo- 1150

spheric gases, i.e., N2 and O2, in a gravitational field. 1151

The only major deviations were related to the light 1152

phase/heavy phase transitions and to changes in wa- 1153

ter vapour concentrations. While water vapour is a 1154

greenhouse gas, the effects of water vapour on the 1155

temperature profile did not appear to be related to 1156

its radiative properties, but rather its different molec- 1157

ular structure and the latent heat released/gained by 1158

water in its gas/liquid/solid phase changes. 1159

For this reason, our results suggest that the mag- 1160

nitude of the greenhouse effect is very small, perhaps 1161

negligible. At any rate, its magnitude appears to be 1162

too small to be detected from the archived radiosonde 1163

data. 1164
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This prompted us to ask what is wrong with the1165

greenhouse effect theory. A critical assumption of1166

the theory is that the air molecules are only in local1167

thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., that a given air par-1168

cel is in thermodynamic equilibrium with itself, but1169

is thermodynamically isolated from neighbouring air1170

parcels. As a result, if an air parcel gains more en-1171

ergy than it loses through radiation (or vice versa),1172

energy imbalances between neighbouring air parcels1173

can develop - see Pierrehumbert, 2011[11], for exam-1174

ple.1175

Our results contradict this assumption of local1176

thermodynamic equilibrium. The barometric tem-1177

perature profiles are very well described by only a1178

few different thermodynamic regimes up to the alti-1179

tudes reached by current weather balloons (i.e., ∼ 351180

km). This suggests that the air is mostly in thermo-1181

dynamic equilibrium. If neighbouring air parcels were1182

thermodynamically isolated from each other, and the1183

major energy imbalances between neighbouring air1184

parcels proposed by the greenhouse effect theory ex-1185

isted, many more thermodynamic regimes would be1186

needed for a good fit.1187

In Paper III[3], we propose a mechanism by1188

which this thermodynamic equilibrium could easily1189

be maintained over the distance from the ground to1190

the mid-stratosphere (∼ 35km). We identify a mecha-1191

nism for mechanical energy transmission that was not1192

considered by the greenhouse effect theory, which we1193

call “pervection”. We find that pervection can be sev-1194

eral orders of magnitude faster than the three conven-1195

tional heat transmission mechanisms of conduction,1196

convection and radiation.1197

While mechanical energy transmission is not a di-1198

rect heat transmission mechanism, due to the law of1199

conservation of energy, heat is equivalent to mechan-1200

ical energy. This means that pervection can rapidly1201

distribute energy throughout the atmosphere over1202

distances of hundreds of kilometres. So, this may ex-1203

plain why the local energy imbalances predicted by1204

the greenhouse effect theory do not appear to last1205

long enough to form a greenhouse effect.1206

The theory of “anthropogenic global warming” (or1207

“man-made global warming”) explicitly assumes that1208

the magnitude of the greenhouse effect is substantial1209

for the Earth’s atmosphere, in order to reach the con-1210

clusion that a doubling or trebling of the atmospheric1211

concentration of carbon dioxide can have a major ef-1212

fect on atmospheric temperatures, even though car-1213

bon dioxide would still remain a trace gas[11, 13, 14,1214

20, 21, 26, 27]. However, if the magnitude of the1215

greenhouse effect is as small as our results imply, the 1216

anthropogenic global warming theory would be in- 1217

valid. In recent decades, the theory has led to con- 1218

siderable public concern over the increase in atmo- 1219

spheric carbon dioxide since the 19th century[34, 35]. 1220

So, our analysis of the greenhouse effect theory might 1221

have important societal implications. 1222

The greenhouse effect theory also forms a major 1223

basis for much of the current calculations of the plan- 1224

etary temperature profiles of other planets[36, 37], a 1225

topic which is gaining renewed interest with the in- 1226

crease in recent years[38] of the number of identified 1227

“extra-solar” planets, i.e., planets in other solar sys- 1228

tems. For this reason, our results may be of interest 1229

to some astronomers. 1230

4.4 Theories for the effects of solar 1231

variability on climate 1232

There have been many studies either proposing or 1233

disputing different possible links between solar activ- 1234

ity and the Earth’s climate - see Refs. [39–42] for 1235

some recent reviews of the literature. Unfortunately, 1236

the available data is currently quite limited, and often 1237

ambiguous, for estimating what trends (if any) there 1238

have been in solar activity. Hence, there is a wide 1239

range of estimates of solar activity trends, particu- 1240

larly for recent decades. For example, with regard 1241

to mean decadal solar activity since the late 1970s 1242

(when satellite monitoring became possible), some 1243

groups have argued there has been an increase[43], 1244

some groups argue there has been a decrease[44], 1245

while other groups argue that it has been relatively 1246

constant[45]. 1247

Nonetheless, there is a general agreement that the 1248

variation in the total energy of the incoming solar 1249

radiation (Total Solar Irradiance) has been less than 1250

0.1% since satellite measurements began[46–49]. This 1251

would appear to suggest that changes in the Total 1252

Solar Irradiance in recent decades have been almost 1253

negligible, and it is therefore hard to see how it could 1254

have played much of a direct role in recent climate 1255

change. 1256

Several researchers have suggested potential mech- 1257

anisms whereby slight variations in solar activity 1258

could indirectly lead to substantial variations in tro- 1259

pospheric climate, e.g., if cosmic rays play a signifi- 1260

cant role in cloud formation, then slight changes in 1261

the solar wind could have a substantial influence on 1262

global cloud cover. Ref. [40] reviews some of these 1263

proposed mechanisms. However, the apparent evi- 1264
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dence for each of these mechanisms is often ambigu-1265

ous, and as a result has so far been controversial, e.g.,1266

see Refs. [39–42].1267

Other researchers have noted that, while the to-1268

tal energy of the incoming solar radiation has been1269

relatively constant during the satellite era, the spec-1270

trum of the incoming radiation is not constant, and1271

there has been considerable variability for the higher1272

frequency ultraviolet wavelengths[46–49].1273

Several studies have reported strong correlations1274

between solar activity and various stratospheric1275

weather patterns, e.g., see Refs. [50–56]. Haigh and1276

others[47–50] have suggested that the variability in1277

the ultraviolet frequencies (and indirectly ozone con-1278

centrations) could alter the rate of ozone warming in1279

the stratosphere, thereby offering a potential mecha-1280

nism by which solar variability could significantly al-1281

ter stratospheric weather. Changes in stratospheric1282

weather are then thought to indirectly influence tro-1283

pospheric weather. But, because there is a general1284

perception that the stratosphere is mostly isolated1285

from the troposphere, this indirect influence is as-1286

sumed to be slight or controlled by complex circula-1287

tion patterns confined to specific areas[57], e.g., the1288

tropical tropopause layer[5, 6] or the Brewer-Dobson1289

circulation in the Arctic[7, 8].1290

As we mentioned in Section 4.2, our results show1291

that the ozone heating explanation for the positive1292

temperature lapse rate in the stratosphere is invalid.1293

This initially appears to contradict the current theo-1294

ries as to how solar variability could influence tro-1295

pospheric climate via stratospheric climate. How-1296

ever, our results actually simplify the potential mech-1297

anisms necessary. They show that the barometric1298

temperature profiles of both the troposphere and the1299

tropopause/stratosphere regions are actually highly1300

interconnected. Hence, an energetic change in one1301

region directly influences the other regions, i.e., it1302

is no longer necessary to invoke complex circulation1303

patterns to explain an energy transfer between the1304

stratosphere and the troposphere (or vice versa).1305

This means that, even though the absorption of the1306

incoming ultraviolet radiation mostly takes place in1307

the stratosphere, once the absorption has occurred,1308

the energy is rapidly distributed throughout the at-1309

mosphere. Therefore, the higher solar variability in1310

the ultraviolet frequencies[46] could be directly influ-1311

encing tropospheric climate.1312

There is an additional implication of our results1313

for current theories on the effects of solar variability1314

on climate. One of the main correlations between so-1315

lar activity and stratospheric weather which has been 1316

reported is an apparently strong correlation between 1317

solar activity and the geopotential height at which the 1318

atmospheric pressure reaches 3000 Pa (lower strato- 1319

sphere)[51, 52]. However, as we mentioned in Sec- 1320

tion 4.1, the barometric equation used for calculat- 1321

ing geopotential height from atmospheric pressure (or 1322

vice versa) implicitly assumes the atmosphere is en- 1323

tirely in the light phase. If the ultraviolet variabil- 1324

ity influences the formation of the heavy phase then 1325

this could also influence the calculated geopotential 1326

heights for 3000 Pa. Hence, much (if not all) of 1327

the apparent variability in the 3000 Pa geopotential 1328

height may arise from variations in the amount of the 1329

atmosphere in the heavy phase. 1330

4.5 Relevance for meteorology 1331

As discussed in Section 3.2, by calculating the D:P 1332

ratios for a given radiosonde, we were able to derive 1333

very reasonable approximations for the barometric 1334

temperature profiles of those radiosondes in terms of 1335

only a few values (a and c constants for each phase). 1336

This substantially simplifies descriptions of baromet- 1337

ric temperature profiles, and therefore should be a 1338

very useful tool for meteorologists in describing cur- 1339

rent weather conditions. 1340

In this article, we briefly assessed the main charac- 1341

teristics of the D : P profiles for a sample of radioson- 1342

des launched during the 2010-2011 period. However, 1343

we anticipate that further research will provide more 1344

insight into the factors which influence the profiles, 1345

and their relevant contributions (humidity, solar ac- 1346

tivity, clouds, etc.) If so, this could lead to signifi- 1347

cant advances in meteorology, especially if robust re- 1348

lationships between D : P profiles and other weather 1349

parameters (e.g., winds, humidity or precipitation) 1350

could be determined. Such features could also be in- 1351

cluded in global climate models. 1352

A high priority for understanding the D : P profiles 1353

will be a comprehensive assessment of the identity of 1354

the “heavy phase” and the factors involved in its for- 1355

mation and distribution. With this in mind, in Paper 1356

II[2], we carry out such an investigation, and we con- 1357

clude that the heavy phase corresponds to a partial 1358

multimerization of the O2 and/or N2 molecules in the 1359

air. 1360

In the boundary layer, the water phase transitions 1361

play a dominant role, and this strongly influences the 1362

temperature profile near ground level. Hence, a more 1363

detailed analysis of the role that water plays in the 1364

D : P profiles should also be a high research priority. 1365
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The existence of the previously-overlooked heavy1366

phase may also provide insight into several meteo-1367

rological phenomena. The jet streams are an im-1368

portant type of circulation system which consist of1369

narrow bands of fast, meandering winds that encircle1370

the globe and are found in the troposphere just be-1371

low the tropopause. There are two of these streams1372

in each hemisphere - the sub-tropical jet streams (lo-1373

cated between the tropics and mid-latitudes) and the1374

polar jet streams (located between the poles and mid-1375

latitudes). The location of these jet streams ap-1376

pears to significantly influence tropospheric weather,1377

through “atmospheric blocking”[58–61].1378

We note two important characteristics of the jet1379

streams which suggest they are related to heavy phase1380

formation. First, the location of the jet streams1381

are just below the onset of the tropopause, and the1382

exact altitude of the jet streams varies with the1383

tropopause height above the streams[62]. This sug-1384

gests that the jet streams are strongly related to the1385

onset of the tropopause. We argue that the onset of1386

the tropopause coincides with a transition from the1387

light phase to the heavy phase. Therefore, it seems1388

likely that the jet streams are related to the light1389

phase/heavy phase transition. Second, the location1390

of the subtropical and polar jet streams are charac-1391

terised by changes in ozone distribution[62]. In Paper1392

II[2], we suggest that the heavy phase is involved in1393

the formation of ozone. If the jet streams are re-1394

lated to the distribution of heavy phase air, then this1395

could explain the correlation between ozone and the1396

jet streams.1397

Weather observers have noticed since the 18th cen-1398

tury that winter temperatures in Greenland are often1399

anti-correlated to those in northern Europe[63]. This1400

anti-correlation appears to be related to the paths1401

adopted by the North Atlantic jet stream[58]. It also1402

appears to influence winter temperatures for much of1403

the northern hemisphere and to be associated with1404

variability patterns in atmospheric pressure distribu-1405

tions such as the “North Atlantic Oscillation”[63].1406

It is believed that a strongly negative phase of the1407

North Atlantic Oscillation (and the related “Arctic1408

Oscillation”) is primarily responsible for the unusu-1409

ally cold winters of 2009-10 and 2010-11 in Europe,1410

Russia and the U.S.[64–67]. Hence, if the North At-1411

lantic jet stream is related to the distribution of heavy1412

phase air, changes in the heavy phase distribution1413

could lead to significant climate change.1414

Some groups have suggested that the strongly neg-1415

ative phase of the North Atlantic and Arctic Oscilla-1416

tions may be related to reductions in Arctic sea ice 1417

extent[68] and/or changes in solar activity[69, 70]. If 1418

so, then it may be worth investigating how these phe- 1419

nomena would affect the heavy phase distribution. 1420

In Paper II, we propose that the heavy phase in- 1421

volves the partial multimerization of the oxygen and 1422

nitrogen molecules in the atmosphere[2]. If our pro- 1423

posal is correct, then we suggest that the forma- 1424

tion/destruction of multimers near the phase change 1425

boundary would cause air masses to move, i.e., would 1426

introduce wind circulation patterns. In Paper II, we 1427

discuss how multimerization is involved in the for- 1428

mation of tropical cyclones, and more generally, con- 1429

tributes to cyclonic and anti-cyclonic conditions. 1430

We note that variations in the amount of heavy 1431

phase air near ground level during Arctic winters 1432

could also influence sub-polar winter weather. Since 1433

the heavy phase is denser than the light phase, when 1434

air adopts the heavy phase it might displace the light 1435

phase air below it, altering local atmospheric circula- 1436

tion patterns. In Paper II, we suggest that changes 1437

in this ground level heavy phase lead to polar vortex 1438

conditions[2]. 1439

This mechanism may also have relevance for un- 1440

derstanding long-term climate changes, such as the 1441

transitions between glacial and interglacial periods. 1442

A number of researchers have proposed that the ad- 1443

ditional large ice-sheets and glaciers present in the 1444

Arctic circle during glacial periods can act as tem- 1445

porary “mountains”, leading to large-scale changes 1446

in atmospheric circulation patterns[71–74]. These 1447

changes in atmospheric circulation could act as feed- 1448

back mechanisms, either slowing down or speeding 1449

up the growth or retreat of the glaciers[71, 72]. We 1450

postulate that these glaciers and ice-sheets could also 1451

prevent dense heavy phase air from moving in certain 1452

directions. This could alter local air temperatures 1453

near the ground, and thereby could offer an addi- 1454

tional feedback mechanism between the atmospheric 1455

circulation and the ice-sheet distributions. 1456

Courtillot et al., 2007[75] found several possible 1457

correlations between changes in the Earth’s magnetic 1458

field (the geomagnetic field) and climate. In addition, 1459

Scafetta, 2012 noted a correlation between global sur- 1460

face temperatures and the frequency of mid-latitude 1461

aurorae[76]. Aurorae are phenomena which occur 1462

from an interaction between the atmosphere and the 1463

geomagnetic field (they are also related to solar ac- 1464

tivity[77]), and so Scafetta’s study also suggests that 1465

variations in the geomagnetic field are correlated to 1466

climate variations. 1467
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In Section 4.4, we noted the possibility that the1468

heavy phase formation and distribution could be1469

strongly influenced by solar activity. We have also1470

discussed above some mechanisms by which the heavy1471

phase distribution could strongly influence weather1472

patterns. The heavy phase distribution and forma-1473

tion may also be influenced by the geomagnetic field.1474

In Paper II[2], we argue that the heavy phase involves1475

the partial multimerization of O2. If this is correct,1476

then this is significant because monomeric O2 is usu-1477

ally paramagnetic, but several of the oxygen multimer1478

species ((O2)n) are diamagnetic.1479

The magnitude of the interaction between the geo-1480

magnetic field and paramagnetic gases is considerably1481

greater than with diamagnetic gases (as well as be-1482

ing of the opposite sign). Hence, it is plausible that1483

the geomagnetic field could cause the movement of1484

monomeric O2 from one region to another and/or al-1485

ter the energy of formation of multimeric (O2)n. In1486

this way, the geomagnetic field could influence the1487

distribution and/or formation of the heavy phase3.1488

If so, this suggests a number of different mechanisms1489

by which geomagnetic variability could be influencing1490

climate, e.g., perhaps these geomagnetic effects play a1491

role in the location of the jet streams discussed above.1492

In this context, we note there has been some sugges-1493

tion that the North Atlantic Oscillation is influenced1494

by geomagnetic activity[78].1495

Finally, we note that the other main atmospheric1496

gas, N2, is also diamagnetic, and so if the geomag-1497

netic field transports paramagnetic O2 from one part1498

of the atmosphere to another, it is possible that this1499

could modify the O2 : N2 ratios of the two regions.1500

However, the maximum seasonal variations in the1501

O2 : N2 ratios near atmospheric measurement sta-1502

tions are only of the order of ∼ 0.01%[79, 80].1503

5 Final remarks1504

By applying new approaches to analysing the at-1505

mospheric profile measurements of weather balloon1506

radiosondes, we were able to identify a previously-1507

overlooked phase change which appears to be respon-1508

sible for the change in temperature behaviour asso-1509

ciated with the transition from the troposphere to1510

the tropopause/stratosphere. This phase change also1511

seems to occur in the lower troposphere during Arc-1512

tic winters. We refer to the tropopause/stratosphere1513

phase as the “heavy phase” and the conventional1514

3Indeed, perhaps, the paramagnetism of the oxygen may
itself exert some influence on the geomagnetic field.

(non-Arctic winter) tropospheric phase as the “light 1515

phase”. 1516

Our analysis also highlighted serious problems with 1517

two of the radiative physics-based theories currently 1518

used by global climate models - the ozone heating 1519

explanation for the tropopause/stratosphere temper- 1520

ature behaviour and the greenhouse effect theory. 1521

In a series of companion papers, we investigate 1522

these issues further. In Paper II, we consider the iden- 1523

tity of the heavy phase, and suggest that it involves 1524

the partial multimerization of the oxygen (and possi- 1525

bly nitrogen) in the air[2]. In Paper III, we identify a 1526

mechanism for mechanical energy transmission in the 1527

atmosphere which does not appear to have been con- 1528

sidered. We refer to this mechanism as “pervection” 1529

(in contrast to convection). Our laboratory measure- 1530

ments of pervection show that it can be considerably 1531

faster than radiation, convection or conduction[3]. 1532

This could explain why the radiative-convective mod- 1533

els which currently comprise the core physics of the 1534

global climate models[9] are inadequate. 1535

Our findings seem to have a large number of signif- 1536

icant implications, which we have attempted to sum- 1537

marise in Section 4. In terms of the current under- 1538

standing of climate science, a considerable portion 1539

of the literature may now need to be revisited (see 1540

the 2007 reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on 1541

Climate Change for a detailed review of the current 1542

literature[26]). In particular, the problems we have 1543

identified with the current global climate models ap- 1544

pear serious enough to require re-development “from 1545

scratch” (see Edwards, 2011[9] for a good review of 1546

the development of the current climate models and 1547

Neelin, 2011[81] for a good introductory textbook on 1548

how they work). Nonetheless, we believe that our 1549

new approaches to understanding the physics of the 1550

Earth’s atmosphere provide more insight, and ulti- 1551

mately should improve attempts at weather predic- 1552

tion and our understanding of climate change. 1553
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on an early draft of this paper.1564

Appendix. Thermodynamic1565

significance of a1566

In this appendix, we will attempt to clarify the ther-1567

modynamic significance of the slopes of the lines in1568

the D/P plots, i.e., the a values described in Section1569

3.2,1570

We will do this in terms of the compressibility of1571

gases. The compressibility of a gas is normally de-1572

fined as the relative change in volume as a result of1573

a change in pressure, i.e.,1574

dP = −BdV
V

(17)

Where B is called the bulk modulus. However, it is1575

possible to relate B to a, if we consider B in terms1576

of the density of the gas, ρ, which is related to the1577

molar density, D, by1578

ρ = MD (18)

Where M is the molecular weight of the gas (Dal-1579

tons).1580

The density, ρ, is the mass of gas per unit volume,1581

i.e.,1582

ρ =
nM

V
(19)

If we assume that there is no phase change and1583

that the compression is applied to a fixed amount of1584

gas, then n and M can be treated as constants when1585

calculating the derivative with respect to V , i.e.,1586

dρ

dV
= (nM) · −1

V 2
= −nM

V
· 1

V
= −ρ 1

V
(20)

1587

∴
dρ

ρ
= −dV

V
(21)

But, since dP = −B dV
V , we also have,1588

dP

B
= −dV

V
(22)

1589

∴
dP

B
=
dρ

ρ
(23)

1590

∴
dρ

dP
=

ρ

B
(24)

Combining this with Equation 18, we obtain,1591

d(MD)

dP
=
MD

B
(25)

If M is constant, 1592

M · dD
dP

=
MD

B
(26)

1593

∴
dD

dP
=
D

B
(27)

Hence, from Equation 9, 1594

a =
D

B
(28)

We now have a thermodynamic relationship between 1595

a and B, although it is still dependent onD. B can be 1596

determined in terms of energy capacities. In general, 1597

energy capacities, C, are defined as, 1598

C =
dE

dT
(29)

Where E is energy. 1599

For a gas, 1600

B = γP (30)

where γ is a constant which relates the total energy 1601

capacity (CT ) for a mole of gas to the internal (or 1602

constant volume) molar energy capacity of the gas 1603

(CV ), i.e., 1604

γ =
CT
CV

(31)

Since D = n
V , Equation 28 becomes, 1605

a =
n

V B
(32)

But, since B = γP and PV = nRT , 1606

a =
n

γPV
=

n

γnRT
(33)

∴ a =
1

γRT
(34)

In other words, we now have a direct relationship 1607

between a and γ. 1608

The value of γ depends on the type of process as- 1609

sociated with the compression. We will now consider 1610

some of these processes. 1611

For an isothermal process where only kinetic en- 1612

ergy is involved (e.g., at constant volume), CT = CV . 1613

Therefore, the γ constant for an isothermal process 1614

is γi = 1. 1615

For an adiabatic process, which does not involve 1616

changes in field energy or phase, the total energy ca- 1617

pacity has an additional energy capacity due to the 1618

work component (d(PV )
dT ), 1619

CT = CV +
d(PV )

dT
(35)
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From the ideal gas law4, d(PV )
dT = R. Hence,1620

CT = CV +R (36)

In this case, CT = CP , the adiabatic molar energy1621

capacity.1622

From the kinetic theory of gases, we can calculate1623

CV using the concept of degrees of freedom. The1624

number of degrees of freedom (α) that a mole of gas1625

has refers to the number of independent modes (or1626

ways) in which the gas can have energy, e.g., trans-1627

lation, rotation and vibration5. The energy for each1628

degree of freedom of a mole of gas is 1
2RT . The total1629

internal energy of a mole of gas at constant volume is1630

usually denoted as U and is equal to the sum of the1631

energy of all of the occupied degrees of freedom, i.e.,1632

U =
1

2
αRT (37)

From Equation 291633

CV =
dU

dT
=

1

2
αR (38)

where E = U .1634

Therefore, for the adiabatic case, we obtain from1635

Equation 36,1636

CT = (
1

2
αR) +R (39)

∴ γ =
1
2αR+R

1
2αR

=
α+ 2

α
(40)

For a mono-atomic gas, α = 3 (corresponding to1637

the three translational degrees of freedom). For the1638

diatomic gases N2 and O2, at room temperature,1639

α ≈ 5, but increases slightly with temperature. This1640

is because, in addition to the three translational de-1641

grees of freedom, diatomic molecules also have two1642

rotational and a vibrational degree of freedom, but1643

the vibrational degree of freedom is mostly unoccu-1644

pied at room temperatures.1645

Therefore, for a diatomic N2/O2 mixture (i.e., dry1646

air in the light phase), the γ constant for an adiabatic1647

process is,1648

γa =
7

5
= 1.4 (41)

However, the Earth’s atmosphere interacts with1649

the Earth’s gravitational field. So, for a process that1650

4Since PV=nRT, and n=1 for a mole, PV=RT, and

therefore
d(PV )

dT
= R.

5Each vibrational mode has two degrees of freedom, one
kinetic and one potential.

involves interaction with the gravitational field, the 1651

total energy capacity of the gas also has a gravita- 1652

tional energy capacity component which needs to be 1653

considered. 1654

Since only the vertical translational degree of free- 1655

dom directly interacts with the gravitational field, it 1656

is the only degree of freedom that we need to consider 1657

for the gravitational energy capacity component. As 1658

mentioned earlier, each degree of freedom has an en- 1659

ergy of 1
2RT . It therefore has an energy capacity of 1660

1
2R. The gravitational energy capacity component is 1661

equal and opposite to this, i.e., − 1
2R. 1662

Therefore, CT for an adiabatic process in a gravi- 1663

tational field, 1664

CT =
1

2
αR+R− 1

2
R =

1

2
αR+

1

2
R (42)

∴ γ =
1
2αR+ 1

2R
1
2αR

(43)

1665

=
α+ 1

α
(44)

Hence, for dry air in the light phase, the γ constant 1666

for an adiabatic process in a gravitational field is, 1667

γg = 6
5 = 1.2. 1668

From Equation 34, we can now obtain a theoretical 1669

thermodynamic estimate for a for each of our γ values 1670

for dry air in the light phase: 1671

• Isothermal process (γi = 1) ⇒ ai = 1
RT 1672

• Adiabatic process with no field change (γa = 1.4) 1673

⇒ aa = 1
1.4RT 1674

• Adiabatic process in a gravitational field (γg = 1675

1.2) ⇒ ag = 1
1.2RT 1676

Other processes, such as phase changes, or the 1677

loss/gain of energy by radiation could alter the value 1678

of γ. Changes in the atmospheric composition can 1679

also change the γ values. 1680

In determining how changes in the atmospheric 1681

composition affect γ, there are a number of factors 1682

which need to be considered: 1683

1. Since γ is a function of the number of de- 1684

grees of freedom, α, if the mean value of α in- 1685

creases or decreases as the atmospheric compo- 1686

sition changes, then this will alter γ. 1687

2. If a phase change releases or absorbs latent heat, 1688

or an exothermic/endothermic chemical reaction 1689

occurs, this may change CT and/or CV , and 1690

therefore could alter γ. 1691
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3. Similarly, if the atmospheric region absorbs or1692

emits radiation (through some radiative pro-1693

cess), this could also alter CT and/or CV .1694

4. Rearranging Equation 30, γ = B
P . Therefore,1695

since B is defined in terms of changes in volume1696

(dV ), changes in volume brought about either1697

directly by solid/liquid/gas transitions or indi-1698

rectly by heat may change γ.1699

5. The effects of the gravitational field on the atmo-1700

sphere need to be considered. From the deriva-1701

tion of γg, gravity clearly affects γ. Gravity can1702

also indirectly affect γ, by changing the atmo-1703

spheric composition, e.g., rain.1704

6. Electrostatic fields may also influence γ, partic-1705

ularly at higher altitudes, e.g., in the ionosphere.1706

7. Magnetic fields can affect γ in two ways - through1707

the internal magnetic fields of the molecules or1708

through interaction with the Earth’s magnetic1709

field.1710

Several atmospheric components need to be consid-1711

ered for describing the atmospheric barometric tem-1712

perature profiles discussed in this paper:1713

• The N2 and O2 gases which comprise the bulk1714

of the atmosphere.1715

• Water vapour (H2O), which is particularly im-1716

portant in the boundary layer of the lower tro-1717

posphere.1718

• Air that is in the “heavy phase”.1719

We already calculated above theoretical values of1720

γ for the dry N2/O2 gases for three thermodynamic1721

processes. However, these values might have to be1722

modified if the air is affected by one or other of the1723

factors mentioned above, e.g., if the air gains or loses1724

energy through latent heat, chemical reactions or ra-1725

diation, or through changes in the Earth’s magnetic1726

field (since O2 is paramagnetic).1727

If the water vapour concentration of the air1728

changes, this has several different consequences,1729

which can have different effects on γ at different1730

points in the atmosphere. H2O has a higher value of1731

α, and so increasing the water content of air will typ-1732

ically increase the mean value of α of air (in the light1733

phase), thereby reducing γ. But, the condensation of1734

water vapour releases latent heat, while its evapora-1735

tion requires latent heat, both of which can affect γ1736

in opposite ways. So, rain events, for instance, may1737

increase γ in one part of the atmosphere, but decrease 1738

γ in other parts. 1739

In Paper II, we propose that the “heavy phase” 1740

of air involves the partial multimerization of oxygen 1741

(possibly involving nitrogen)[2]. However, regardless 1742

of its identity the phase change should have a number 1743

of effects on γ of the heavy phase air and its surround- 1744

ings. For instance, the heavy phase may have a differ- 1745

ent value of α. In addition, phase changes tend to be 1746

isothermal while the latent (“hidden”) heat is being 1747

absorbed/released. So, for regions where the phase 1748

change is on-going or incomplete, this should be an 1749

isothermal process, and we would expect γ = γi. 1750

Like the condensation/evaporation of water 1751

vapour, the heavy phase/light phase transition 1752

should be accompanied by latent heat absorp- 1753

tion/release. This should alter γ of the surrounding 1754

air. It may also involve the release (and possibly 1755

absorption) of radiation. 1756

Finally, O2 is paramagnetic, while some oxygen 1757

multimer species (O2)n are diamagnetic. So, if the 1758

heavy phase includes diamagnetic oxygen multimers, 1759

this could change the magnetic properties of the air, 1760

and the interaction of the air with the Earth’s mag- 1761

netic field. 1762

How to generate a theoretical 1763

barometric temperature profile 1764

If we know the temperature, T1 and pressure, P1 at 1765

an initial location in the atmosphere (e.g., at ground 1766

level), and we know the γ values adopted by the air at 1767

different pressures for that air column, it is possible to 1768

theoretically derive the barometric temperature pro- 1769

file for that air column, within a given phase, using 1770

the following approach. 1771

• Calculate the molar volume, V1, of the air at the 1772

initial location. 1773

The molar volume, is defined as the mean volume 1774

occupied by 1 mole of the gas, i.e., 1775

V =
V

n
(45)

where n is the number of moles in the volume V . 1776

From the ideal gas law, 1777

V1 =
V1

n1
=
RT1

P1
(46)

• Calculate the molar volume, V2, of the air at a 1778

second location, with a given pressure, P2, close 1779

to the initial location. 1780
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From Equation 17,1781

dP = −BdV
V

= −BdV
V

(47)

Since,1782

dV

V
=
dV

V
(48)

Combining Equations 30 and 47,1783

dP = −γP dV
V

(49)

1784

∴
dP

P
= −γ dV

V
(50)

Integrating both sides of the above equation between1785

the corresponding limits (P1, V1) and (P2, V2),1786 ∫ P2

P1

dP

P
=

∫ V2

V1

−γ dV
V

(51)

gives1787

lnP2 − lnP1 = −γ
(
lnV2 − lnV1

)
(52)

= γ
(
lnV1 − lnV2

)
1788

∴ ln

(
P2

P1

)
= γ ln

(
V1

V2

)
(53)

Exponentiating both sides gives,1789

P2

P1
=

(
V1

V2

)γ
(54)

1790

∴

(
P2

P1

) 1
γ

=
V1

V2

(55)

1791

∴ V2 = V1 ÷
(
P2

P1

) 1
γ

= V1

(
P1

P2

) 1
γ

(56)

• Since we now know V2, and we are given P2, we1792

can calculate the temperature of the air at the1793

second location, T2 using the following relation-1794

ship:1795

T2 =
P2V2

R
(57)

• Repeat the above process to calculate Tk+1 for1796

Pk+1 from (Pk, Tk) for all the given values of P1797

being considered.1798

If, during a given step, γ changes, e.g., if a phase1799

boundary is crossed, then the new γ value must used1800

from then on instead.1801
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